
In recent weeks, the government has given the appearance of
having settled the issue of how long Canadian troops will
remain in Afghanistan. First, the Manley Report
recommended Canada continue its involvement in
Afghanistan basically because of the mess that it anticipated
would probably occur if we left. Second, the resolution passed
in the House of Commons committed 2,500 troops to
remaining in Kandahar until 2011 as long as some other NATO
nation committed an additional 1,000 troops (plus sundry
equipment, helicopters, etc) to the area.

This resolution was passed by the Conservative minority
with the acquiescence of the Liberal opposition, whose
objections to the extension of the fighting appear to have been
overridden by their reluctance to face a general election.

As the US Marines are wont to pronounce, ‘No Guts, No
Glory.’ And there is neither guts nor glory here, for either the
Conservatives or the Liberals. 

Mr Harper’s government, as they did before, has forced the
issue, despite the misgivings of a majority of Canadians. 

The ‘additional 1,000’ will probably be, coincidentally, US
Marines, but their deployment may be disguised by shuffling
an equivalent number of troops from, say, France. Their
participation under an apparent NATO command structure is
unlikely to alter their objectives and tactics from their

continuing ‘War on Terror’ (known in Afghanistan as
‘Operation Enduring Freedom’); so Canadian forces would
continue to find it difficult to adopt a different approach or
change from war to reconstruction.

And from the US point of view, they get a commitment of
2,500 Canadians for their investment of 1,000 Marines. A
pretty good deal. In population terms, a ratio of 25:1. 

In fact, co-operation with US forces may be more important
to the government than any hint of an original ‘made-in-
Canada’ vision. The recommendations of the Manley report for
much better leadership, communication, and accountability
have been tacked on to the parliamentary resolution almost as
an afterthought.

And on top of all this, it turns out that the final version of
the resolution did not commit the Canadian forces to leave
Afghanistan, only Kandahar.

One has the impression that the Conservatives do not have
the guts to make any kind of policy decision about
Afghanistan, even with the help of John Manley’s report. The
Liberals do not have the guts to stand up for their convictions;
neither party has the guts to trust Canadians.  

Time to vote for ‘None of the above.’ Now that will take
guts. 0
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